~~~Chapter Vl~~~
Australia

Australia and the Western Pacific

I am sure there will be many that ask the
question; “How does Australia fit into this picture of
the ancient past and how can it connect to times
before time? How can Australia be a link to Mu,
the continent that slipped into the sea, the victim of
violent and destructive death that still echos
through the halls of time?”. Especially when at first
glance, Australia looks like a wasteland with
scattered oasis' of green and her bands of
civilization clinging to the coastlines. However, we
have found under the surface there are some
things we believe will change the way we view our
historical timeline. If I may relate how one thing

leads to another. When I joined Facebook, I met
some pretty cool people from Australia and we
were sharing views on the obvious and not so
obvious issues with believing what was true in the
Biblical texts. I was the one in the crowd that had
been working on the outside theories surrounding
these “holey texts” for a very long time and my
friends were still locked into that struggle of
withdrawal from religion. (There are lots of holes in
those stories.) Anyway, I kept telling them that
"God is an Astronaut" and was met with some
great banter over that. So I told them I was going
to find the truth. Again I am finding that due to the
Reductionistic methods and views we have been
taught of our past I am finding the resistance is a
very thick wall to penetrate. A good picture of the
truth is now before me but getting others to see it
is another story.
Egyptians in Australia
One day we were discussing the Ancients ability
to sail the seas and navigate the globe before the
accepted time of 1519/1522 when Magellan made
his famous trek around the globe. In a Facebook
chat a friend of mine said there were Egyptian
Hieroglyphs found in Australia at Kariong in NSW.

When he said that my interest spiked because I
had been following the story/myth of Kincaid's
cave. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_orionzone_9.htm
GE Kincaid reported the discovery of a cave
system within the cliff walls in the Grand Canyon
with rooms full of mystery but what intrigued me
out of the know reports was the description he
gave for the hieroglyphs, Egyptian or Oriental.
The search
was on to
see if there
was proto
Egyptian on
those walls
and the first
thing I really
needed to do
was find out what NSW was. I know it sounds
funny now, but it shows I knew nothing about
Australia. My Google search revealed NSW was
New South Wales, one of the six states that make
up Australia, located on the Eastern edge of the
continent. When I did the Google search on the
glyphs in 2007 only revealed the hoaxes and fraud
claims made against the Kariong Glyph's

authenticity. For being “Officially” discovered in the
1970's they have not been met with the greeting I
expected from the Archaeological world. I
continued my search. I was met by walls of silence
and sometimes laughter and verbal attacks trying
to get information for my research on the glyphs.
Pieces and parts started to stack up and I found
out that it was known among certain circles of the
elite the glyphs were there and visited regularity
since the early 1900's until sometime after WWll.
The knowledge of the glyphs seems to have been
lost until the “Rediscovery” in the 70's. It is evident
there are a few definite attempts by the authorities
to debunk their authenticity, from stories ranging
from a deranged and drunk Czechoslovakian or
Yugoslavian (Heard the story two ways now) to a
group of school boys from a local school pulling a
prank. The biggest issue with the school boys is
they didn't have any knowledge of Hieroglyphs and
the “Other”, I believe that he speaks volumes.
They have also been called fakes by many
Australian Egyptologist with some exceptions,
lucky us that information was verified by some of
those exceptions.
Along this path of unanswered questions I

managed to get a break. I found a series of videos
on Youtube made by a Team in Australia headed
by Steven and Evan Strong on Egyptians in
Australia and this video in particular is where
Steven is presented the known translations on the
walls. Panels 3a and 3 B are the center of focus of
these translations. The information Steven Strong
was sharing was producing connections to my
research into the Lost Continent of Mu. I
recognized not only Egyptian but also saw Muvian,
Maya, Native American and Celtic symbology at
Kariong, just to name a few. I know and I admit I
can't read the symbols, but I know them by sight
now. I had to know if they were authentic to further
cement another cornerstone in my foundation to
build my research into
the Muvian/Australian
connections and knew
the resistance the
Glyphs had received
before Steve and Evan
picked up the banner.
I spoke with them for
a few weeks and I
decided we needed a

way through the wall of resistance surrounding the
glyphs and the translations. I smelled a coverup
and wasn't satisfied with the results from the info I
had access to. And to be very honest, that info I
have gathered is just a drop in the bucket
compared to what someone is hiding from us, just
sayin.
I told Steven I had an idea and to give me a couple
weeks to see what I could pull together. I then
contacted Bobby K. at Project Freedom Radio and
told him the situation. He said there was no
problem and gave USOKS the air time. This was
precious time that allowed me to create a series of
radio shows to get the word out beyond the walls
of suppression built by the Academic,
Archaeological, Local and National governmental
agencies in Australia. Many attempts to jam our
shows are still audible on Youtube as a reminder
for us in the future. Positive and recorded proof of
the efforts, we as a team, were up against to
authenticate the Kariong Glyphs in Australia. Klaus
Dona, Laird Scranton, Jack Churchward and even
a skeptical Robert Bauval at one point participated
in the debate. We were connecting the dots back

to Mu. Sadly “someone” hacked into the Project
Freedom Radio Computers and Hub that housed
the fifty five networks in the Project Freedom
Network and ended our series. It was an eye
opener to say the least. The USOKS have now
created their own USOKS Radio broadcasts and
will continue our research into Mu as a global
civilization and to define some of our deeper layers
that are being ignored by the Mainstream.

The view from the top for the planet opens the doors to understanding how our perception can be
fooled when just looking at the planet on a single plain as maps are produced on. The mystery of
migration and the constant genocides of the migrants as they moved in and around with their cultures
morphing along their paths through the layers of time. There is a multitude of ancient
cultures/civilizations represented in these lands that have connections to the Motherland, Planet Mu.

The symbology from Mu is far reaching and has no

borders as we have been shown in the stone
writings and artifacts from the past. From my side
of the fence the Motherland of Mu doesn't look like
it was one large “Continent” per say, that is yet to
be determined and that particular theory, as
presented by James Churchward, should surface
as we continue our research into these deeper
I released this image in my article “The Rogue Researcher's Search for Mu”, my first for Jack
Churchward's website My-Mu.com. This is the region of the Pacific that James says there was a
continent. Knowing what we know now I doubt if this land was one large land mass. Also knowing
what we know now about Crustal Displacement, Plate Tectonics, Gas Pockets, Planetary Growth and
the forces behind them, how can we continue to discount there could have been a very large land mass
or actually if you look at the Pacific on Google Earth you can see more than one possibility there were
land masses within the boundaries of where the ancient text say there was?

(I released this image in my article “The Rogue Researcher's Search for Mu”, my first for Jack
Churchward's website My-Mu.com. This is the region of the Pacific that James says there
was a continent. Knowing what we know now I doubt if this land was one large land mass.
Also knowing what we know now about Crustal Displacement, Plate Tectonics, Gas Pockets,
Planetary Growth and the forces behind them, how can we continue to discount there could
have been a very large land mass or actually if you look at the Pacific on Google Earth you
can see more than one possibility there were land masses within the boundaries of where the

layers. I believe the Kariong Glyphs however, are a

piece of that bigger picture we seek. That bigger
picture is the one we need to see and greet with
open arms..
Our ancestors were on this planet longer than we
are being led to believe at the present and we are
tired of waiting on the “Others” for the answers. As
Klaus Dona says; “We are digging for answers
only to find more questions.” I am hoping that the
answers we get when the Glyphs are translated
correctly by a “Qualified” person or persons and to
be honest they need to be “Professionals”, cross
trained in Proto-Egyptian, Egyptian, Dogon, Maya,
Armenian, Magyar, Native American symbology
and hieroglyphic interpretation, however that would
be nice. All these Symbols and Written languages
reveal connections that will take us back to our
origins. What has been taught to us about ancient
symbols, scripts, cuneiform and such is coming
from way inside the box that has all but crumbled
away.
There have been two claims that say they have
translated them since all the attention was drawn
to them. One of the two sides presenting these
translations turned out to be a fake and tried to

create another cult surrounding Thoth and the
Westcar Papyrus from Egyptian Antiquity and the
glyphs at Kariong. Now if there is a future
connection made the can be validated it will have
to go through a very serious investigation. Who
knows now if these translations were to discredit
and confuse the issue surrounding the glyphs?
(Name withheld to protect the stupid.) When this
individual accused me of being a government
agent sent in to discredit him,,,, That statement
was one to ponder. And led me to have this image
of a colon, totally full of it. The other Miracleologist
behind these supposed new translations, I will not
give the free press by mentioning the cult's name
but I do cover how trickery through online
universities can result in a PhD. So enough said
on the other claim to translate them also.
That is one of the issues above, people like that,
that have tainted the research for their own gain. In
these past years digging up these connections I
have run into my fair share of boneheads and one
of our main reasons for carrying forward is; We at
the USOKS appreciate and thank wholeheartedly,
the Independent Researchers that “Walked the
Walk and Talked the Talk” whether they are still

alive or the ones that have passed. Through their
diligence and dedication they have helped the
USOKS become what we are today and what we
are evolving into. Each time we shed our skin we
prove we do our research and don't need to steal it
from others. We separate the “Wheat from the
Chaff” too not because that is what we wanted to
do with our time either. It set us back a bit but in
the long run it has made us stronger.
There have been instances where our practice of
open sharing of information has backfired on us
because one of the members involved turned and
passed off sensitive material to the Dark Side.
Sadly, that did happen with the work at Kariong
and the effort to make sure the Cults didn't get it
first, failed. They did get it and now are attempting
to translate them. I find that A-”MU”-zing because
they are focusing on the Egyptian in the glyphs
and not adding into the equation the other
symbology on the walls. At the end of the day lets
see what they come up with and the agendas that
come hidden within the release of their
translations. Do we really know who their
translators are or do we know the translator's
qualifications or credibility other than what the

Cults tell us. In our research into some of these
individuals that flash that PhD behind their name,
male and female, we have found that a PhD can
be had very easily these days through various
methods of trickery available through Online
Universities. Also observing how the Quackamania
has operated in the past in regards to the glyphs,
in my opinion as an Independent Researcher, I feel
their translations will not pass the test of age. On
the home front the answer we received back from
our contact with the Cairo Museum in Oct. 2014
was not what I expected and at first was very
disappointed. They said they would not translate or
authenticate them due to the context they were
found in, by context they meant because they were
found in Australia, they will not touch them!? They
didn't say they couldn't but wouldn't. If there is a
silver lining in all the disappointment, we were
assured that over 90% of the hieroglyphs are
authentic in the symbolic sense. So until the day it
is proven without a shadow of doubt they are not
authentic I will run with my instincts and keep them
on the table. In my opinion the reason, one of
many reasons, Proto Egyptian can't be exposed
during this time is because the knot we have in our
society will come undone and the sky will fall.

As I dug deeper I found that the glyphs at Kariong
were translated decades ago by Australian named
Ray Johnson! Not to be confused with the Ray
Johnson from the University of Chicago, Oriental
House, who is the director of the Chicago House in
Luxor, Egypt. A mistake many have made and one
I was not aware of until I started researching
deeper into the Australian, Ray Johnson.
Oddly, up until the early 1930's, the Egyptian
connection to Australia was openly discussed
between the academics and then all of a sudden it
became a tabooed subject and all went silent. This
was well before the Glyphs were purportedly
discovered in the 70's. The hieroglyphs were first
translated by the Australian, Ray Johnson and his
claim they were Egyptian was accepted “As
Correct” by the general director of the Cairo
Museum back in the 1990's. That is a misleading
piece of information we have, Yes, there was an
Authentication, however it was the Translations
that were authenticated, not the Hieroglyphs
themselves. We have since found that Proto
Egyptian is not a major subject of interest on the

surface and we believe this is actually being
studied in secret. Why in secret you ask? Because
Symbology is the key to a door that opens to a
world in time that would make time stand still and
in the process show us the lie we are living in 3D.
Of course this is my opinion based on my search
into these layers and times.
During a Google search I found Ray Johnson's
English translation of the death of Nefer-Ti-Ru, one
of two sons of “Khufu or Cheops” that made this
journey to Australia mentioned in the Kariong
Glyphs. Nefer-Djeseb and Nefer-Ti-Ru were two of
Khufu's “Golden Sons”, his favorites. Do a few
Google Searches for the meanings to the words
you may not know, very interesting results in the
overall.
Thus speaks his Highness the Prince from this wretched place
within this land, transported there by ship.
Doing this writing for the Crown of Lower Egypt, according to
God’s Words.
The fellaheen call out from this place in this strange land, for
Suti.
I, Nefer-Djeseb, Son of King Khufu, The King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, beloved of “Ptah” have transported “Suti”
“He (Nefer-Ti-Ru) is kind (and) benevolent, (a) follower (of the)

golden-haired God, “Ra-Heru.”
“Two years that I (He ?) make way westwards, I (He, Nefer Ti-Ru)
(put) up strong front, praying,
joyful, smiting Insects. His Highness, a Servant of God, He
(say’s) God brings the Insects, thus
thine own Fellaheen protect.”
The snake bit twice, all those behind the divine Lord of Khufu,
the Lord of the two Adzes, mighty one of LOWER EGYPT. Not all
go back. (we are) marching forward, (we) do not look back.
(We) all damaged the Boat at low tide. Our boat is tied up. The
snake caused the death.
(We) gave half an egg (from Medicine) Box (or Chest),
(and) prayed to the Hidden One, for he was struck twice.”
A hard road, we all wept over the body, keeping to that,
which is allowed. “Seated (by) the Side way.” “With concern and
deep love, (the) Fellaheen.
Plants wilting, Land dying, is this my lot from the most high God,
of the sacred Mer.
The Sun pours down upon (my back), O! Khepera, most High,
this is not as the Oracle said.
My Obelisk is overturned, but not broken.
The bandaged one is confined, Here, (in) the Red Earth Region.”
Then of Time to grow,
(i.e. Spring),
We walled in with local Stones the entrance to the side chamber.
I counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen.
The three doors to Eternity are connected to the rear end behind
the bulwark (of the Grave).
A Necklace placed by his side. A Royal Token, signifying
Heavens Gift, as from thou…! O Holy
Shining Ones.

Taken across (to) private sanctuary (of this) Tomb.
(Along with) the Silver Dagger, a Royal Token (of the) Great
Maker.
Separated from (the city of) “PENU” (is) the Royal Body (and
from) all others. That Regal
Person that came from the House of God, Nefer-ti-ru, the Son of
Khufu, King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, who died before, is laid to rest.
He is not of this place. His home is Penu. Return him to his town.
One third of (the) fruits, I myself divided for the burial service.
Hold his Spirit with love, O most High.
Worms in the basket of fruit, going into (him), shall not be.
May he have Life, everlasting. Am I not to go back besides the
Waters of the Sacred Mer.
Then clasp him, my Brother’s Spirit to thy side, O Father of the
Earth.)

I would like to take moment and view the positives
the glyphs suggest instead of the negatives the
Mainstream Illusionists and the New Age Egyptian
Cults are placing on them. I see the scales are out
of balance when the connections to Australia are
added to the possibilities tray. I ask, are the
translations of the Kariong glyphs more valuable at
this time than the value of classifying and
authenticating the other non Egyptian symbology
on the walls at Kariong. The non Egyptian

symbology that still needs to be compared to other
cultural symbology found globally e.g. Dogon,
Maya, Magyar, North American Indians, etc.... In
my opinion all the possible meanings need to be
added into the pile of possibilities, to be translated
correctly? Are we seeing the evolution of Symbolic
Language in progress when we view the writing on
the walls at Kariong? Are the Glyphs a “Rosetta
Stone”, a root script that that will define the image
we have of this past time through the migration
paths of symbology, bloodlines and races, trade
routes and cultural influences through layers of
time we cannot visualize at this time. James did
draw a series of maps in his books not only
showing ancient migration paths, just to note.
I believe this is where the variables come into
play and they must be added into the equation in
order to give this link its day in court. There have
been dozens of Kangaroo Courts held and
debates are futile because they always end up
with the same results, mud slinging and accusation
coming from all corners of the arena. With the
knowledge we have of the various symbols on the
walls at Kariong and the civilizations that have
brought them forward through the ages, we have

to accept that these symbols at Kariong are not all
of “Egyptian” origin! They have been recognized
by the Cairo museum as Proto Egyptian which is a
trash can they throw everything they either don't
want to or can't explain, into. How can these
glyphs be translated in the proper context if we do
not know the varied meanings of them or the
origins of the symbology?
There are many clues Proto Egyptians have left
us along the way in plain sight from their
beginnings to their end. According to the
Churchward research the early Dynastic Egyptians
migrated to Egypt after the destruction of Mu. This
path of thought connects the Egyptians to Australia
and a possible motive for the two sons of Khufu to
return in search of their Motherland.
Map by James Churchward of the suggested location of the "Lost Continent".

Let me take a moment and share my research on
these possibilities. Any honest researcher would
not stop searching with the herrings and dis-info
on the table as to the “Egyptians” being the
creators of the Great Pyramids and one of the
major roots of our “Civilization”. As I have stated in
the previous chapters, what we think we know
boils down to “We know Nothing” and will continue
to do so. We need to take our blinders off and
basically “Teach our Children” the truth instead of
letting some “Translator” tell them and us what is
true and not “generation after generation”. In order
to teach our children the truth we first must find it.
The “Shadow Government, the Watchers” have
had over 30 centuries to set this Illusion in place
we see today. I believe it is time to burn those
curtains of illusion and see the “Wizard of Oz” for
whom and what the Wizard really is.
When it comes to it, the Egyptians were a branch
of the original tree but, who were they and what
did they do to get to Egypt? Better yet, what have
they done since that time to hide their original
origins? And last but not least, Who and Where
are they now?

One major question that arises when studying the
mainstream version of the Egyptians for me was,
“If they were so great and their technology was so
advanced how did they become what they are
today?” The Honest answer, please.

The journey from Egypt to Kariong, Australia was
said to be done from the East. Which is possible,
however it is over 6,000 miles further than
voyaging from the West, which is an estimated
9,300 miles. The journey would have been a long
one from the west but much safer than following
the currents in the Pacific over wide open seas.
The accounts we have at hand say they sailed
around Cape Hope of South America. The journey
around the Cape Hope would be somewhere in the
range of 15 to 16,000 miles, plus when you add in
their navigational abilities at the time, it would have
been a longer voyage. Longer, but not impossible,

which led me to another question. Why would they
take that route and not the one already established
via the west? The Egyptians were as clever as the
Phoenicians when it came to keeping secrets
pertaining to the lands they visited and knowing
this little trait of theirs, leads me to believe this was
a mission Khufu did not want his people or the
historical record, to know about. (If there is an
Egyptian account it has either been destroyed or
hidden very well. So far there hasn't been any
mention of Phoenicia I have heard of in Kariong
itself. Nor has any remains of ships been found
that would help cement this journey in the history
books.
This wasn't a journey to the Land of Punt or
Ophir, this was a reconnaissance mission in my
opinion. We have to ask what could there possibly
be that was so important on this planet that would
induce Khufu to send his two favorite sons into
harms way knowing they may not return, to find?
That is a tough decision for any father to make and
one that a father can not make easily, Pharaoh or
not!

following the currents, in my opinion, this route was the
Australia's Glyphs at By
logical approach for the Egyptians to take to Australia.
Kariong will change 15,000 plus miles. When considering what we know of
Egyptian ship building at this time. Also it is very possible
history if they are
they purchased/leased ships from the Phoenicians, just a
possibility that has surfaced along the way. It seems highly
ever accepted as
possible the ancient navigators knew how not only the
ocean currents worked but the surface air currents worked
Authentic Ancient
also. Woy Woy bay is an excellent place to slip into its
protected waters and reorganize
Texts and not just
Egyptian. That can't
be done without
proper translations
and some multiple
disciplinary
collaboration between the linguistics and symbolist
studying these ancient connections. Mu was a
global culture and the Egyptians came from Mu. I
ask, did they, the Egyptians journey back in search
of the Motherland they came from? Since there
was not a return report to be found from the
expedition I ask, “Is this the reason the voyage
was never mentioned in the Egyptian records?”
Even more questions to answer.
(It seems logical the common route taken to lands called Punt and Ophir which is written took 3 years to make
the round trip that brought Egypt many good things, would be the route in red in my opinion. We can see it is an
arduous journey that could be done with simple navigational skills just following the currents alone. Sailing out
of the Red Sea into the Gulf of Arden would put their ships into the coastal currents and they could hang close to
the mainland or they could have taken the route marked out in chart below. Estimated to be 9,300 miles to
Kariong. I now wonder what their ancient name for Australia was?)

It seems logical the common route taken to lands called Punt and Ophir which is written took 3 years to
make the round trip that brought Egypt many good things, would be the route in red in my opinion. We can
see it is an arduous journey that could be done with simple navigational skills just following the currents
alone. Sailing out of the Red Sea into the Gulf of Arden would put their ships into the coastal currents and
they could hang close to the mainland or they could have taken the route marked out in chart below.
Estimated to be 9,300 miles to Kariong. I now wonder what their ancient name for Australia was?

Comparing the current charts and the routes that
were taken by Magellan and James Cook I believe
I see a pattern in their paths. A path they took
seems to fit one of the scenarios I drew out above
in the article, that at one time I felt impossible until
I did more research into ancient maritime travel
and added in the surface air currents that would
allow ships to overcome the resistance to cross
currents. (The dark red line from Cape Hope to
Kariong I drew before I added Magellan and Cook
into the picture seemed the most unlikely route for
them to take to me. When you look at Magellan's

route he completely misses Australia and New
Zealand. So in many aspects they “Went as the
wind blows”)
I will add that I believe Ancient Maritime travel is
another key to the doors locked to our past.
Cocaine didn't get into “The Lady of the Two Lands”
mummified body three thousand years ago by
floating over the Atlantic ocean and the continent
of Africa in a misty vapor? Cocaine wasn't
extracted and synthesized from the leaf until 1859
by Albert Niemann a German chemist, however we do
know the ancients knew how to distill oils and
create those “magic potions and elixirs”. So why
discount these possibilities that indicate there was
trade between Egypt and South America
thousands of years before previously accepted.
When the journeys are charted and resupply is
added into the equation, it seems they also had an
idea the island chains they needed for their needs
were in the Southern to Central Pacific regions. If
you have read my previous chapters I have
released on my Rogue Researcher blog in which I
ask, “Why do you think they thought the world was
flat?”. They had the maps that was bounty as the
Phoenician Empire was slowly parted out to

others. The Romans took over Phoenicia very
slowly as to not miss something they had hidden
away. So either they had maps or they were some
very lucky gamblers. I believe it is very safe to
assume the Egyptians had knowledge of these
maps also. Remember they were Mayax from Mu.
As I have been studying Cook's journeys I see that
search of his was centered on a region in the
southern hemisphere between South America and
Australia. Was he looking for something that was
supposed to be there and wasn't? Cook's first
journey is marked in red in the image below. Also
note that hook around Cape Hope of South
America. If you compare it to Magellan's journey it
seems they both knew to go that way because of
the islands they could resupply from.

What stands out to me about these known
journeys is none of these sailors sailed up the
coast of South America and took advantage of the
currents and they just sailed into open seas after
passing the Cape of Hope on the southern tip of
South America. Captain Cook's 1st journey was in
1768, thousands of years after the journey by the
Egyptian Brothers. It sure makes me think the
Egyptians knew there were trade winds the carried
them across the open water like that and across
strong currents. Especially in the crafts the
Egyptians were known to construct.

Egyptian artwork of a ship sailing to the land of Punt.

I wish to ask a question; do you believe they
could sail or even attempt to sail this ship 15,000
miles over open oceans to a land if they were not
positive it existed? This type of ship at its best is a
coast huger by my description for one, I hate to be
the skeptic here. The Phoenician Trireme fits the
description of a ship that was capable of making
that journey and without a doubt the Phoenicians
were in and on the east coast of Australia mining
ores and building ports. They built an exact replica
of the Port of Tyre at Freshwater Point, NSW.
Freshwater Point is about 400 mils up the coast. I
think it needs to be asked at this stage of the game

if the Phoenicians were sailing the seas long
before the Proto Egyptians started to emerge from
their almost complete destruction via the sinking of
Mu and their migrations across lands laid to waste
by the catastrophic events since the Star of Ball
fell onto the planet? Why do I use this little known
but historic piece of mystery provided by James
Churchward in the Lost Continent of Mu describing
the destruction when the Star fell. Not that I
believe it was a star by any means, that is another
chapter in itself. I have found it is a story that has
been altered as it has echoed through the halls of
time since this planet was destroyed the 1st time.
The end day of Planet Mu and the distorted picture
that was interwoven into the myths we have today
such as the destruction of the Tower of Babel. In
our opinion these two events were one in the
same. I am not speaking of the Tower of Babel we
hear about in the Biblical Texts either. Again this is
our, Annie Newton's and my opinions based on our
research at this time.
“What does all this mean??” one might ask, “like
what does this have to do with the continent we
call Australia now? Plenty, is my answer, putting
that into words isn't easy, however if we add in the

new evidence provided to us by Klaus Dona,
evidence that he has provided with the scans of
the Kariong region that will back up one of many
theories on the table. For the link that defines the
technology he used on the Bosnian Pyramids and
he used in Australia please click Klaus Dona's blue
link above. Also here are some interviews where
he discusses many things but the information on
his scans and how it connects to our search for
Mu. (1st Interview, 2nd interview. 3rd Interview Start
at 32:46 mark, start at 1:37:20 for segment on the
Kariong Glyphs)
A tomb and a buried city 24 feet under the
surface? Every since I read some of Rex Gillroy's
work seven years ago on the ancient civilization he
found links to in Australia, he referred to as “the
Uru” I felt there had to be more to be found, but
where? To make a long story short, from the
geological evidence it looks like Australia has
suffered from multiple Mega Tsunamis that has
covered up or obliterated any links to ancient
civilizations that were there before the sons of
Khufu arrived on the shores of Australia. Lets take
the mysterious rise of Khufu in Egyptian mythology
into consideration when we look at this with open

mindedness, Kinda a short lifespan to do all that
and only to put a cartouche in a corner in a dark
sealed chamber in the top of the Great Pyramid.
Any lights go off with that one? John Anthony
West's quote “Egypt was a legacy not a
development” hangs true with what I see also.
Klaus Dona's contributions strengthened my
suspicions and my belief that the glyphs very well
are a message from the past that is yet to be
extracted from those hieroglyphs on the walls at
Kariong.
Steven Strong pointed out something to me one
day about the glyphs which was very interesting.
He mentioned that everyone in the study of the
glyphs have only attempted to translate one set of
glyphs on the two walls. There are 4 panels and I
ask why does panel #3a and 3b attract everyone
over the other 3? One set is definitely older than
the other and who knows how far they go down
into the soils that have fallen into the crack in the
rock the glyphs are cut into? Just sayin. With all
the evidence and indicators we have before us we
can't throw these glyphs out the window and
discount them as fakes.

Lets take a look at the hieroglyphs in context. I
believe knowing the layout and positioning of the
glyphs is a very important piece of the picture
missing from most, especially the debunkers. My
friends from the land Downunder, Steven and
Evan Strong have provided me with their hand
drawn pictures of the 4
panels and the layout of
the site. I will share them
with you so we can get
more eyes on this subject
and the connections I wish
to shed light on. First off
lets look at the layout of
the crevice. Please
remember everyone that
has been to this site talks
about its remoteness and
ability to blend into the
I call it the Grand Gallery anyways. The
landscape.
entrance into the crevice where the glyphs are
located.

I will bring this up before you see the drawing of
the layout, “This IS NOT!!! I repeat, IS NOT the
tomb that Klaus located with his scans. I have so
noted on the Drawings. So, whoever it is that
keeps going back there and damaging the area

thinking you will find the tomb, you won't. So
please, respect this treasure because it belongs to
all of us. From my corner of the arena I feel the
claims the glyphs are fake have yet to be proven
and the jury wants more evidence from them to
convince the jury beyond a shadow of doubt that
the Quackamaniacs' charges of fraud are valid.
After all, it's their onus, not ours to prove their
claims. I say, “Prove us wrong”. The way I see it,
one way or the other we keep moving forward by
diving into the past with or without them.
(All Hand Drawn images were provided by Steven and Evan Strong.)

<< This IS NOT the Tomb
Klaus found in the scan!!!

The Grand Gallery
The Grand Gallery

(Drawings provided by Steven and Evan Strong)

Panel #1 has symbols found in the Churchward's work, also when connected to William Niven's finds a
few miles outside Mexico City. On every panel at Gosford we find symbols from around the globe. The
3 vertical circles shown with legs, Fig 2…. If you know your Mu then you know that is a very important
figure.

(Drawings provided by Steven and Evan Strong)

When I finally was able to get a full set of pictures from Steven and Evan I sat down all bug eyed and
excited to see high quality pictures. I was browsing through the first time and the symbol in the middle
of this panel reached out and slapped me up side the head. Symbol # 46 is a Celtic Cross, what is it
doing on the walls in Australia? As soon as I finished the PDF I knew that School boys and a drunk
didn't cut these hieroglyphs into that stone. I immediately sent my good friend Klaus Dona a message
with the attached pics and asked him what he thought.

The first thing I heard as Klaus opened the pics up was “Wow, look at the patina!” If you have taken
the time to listen to the interviews I posted above in the Blue Links. Then you know that was just the
beginning of this bigger mystery.

As I close the short view of my work in Australia, I
wish to say it has been a seven year time span I
will never forget. I have learned so much and my
view of what is and what was has dramaticly
changed. Just the understanding and the fact that I
still do not know my true origins has given me a
sense of calm and a twinge of anger at the same
time and a desire to see this to the end no matter
what. What are we as Earthlings, the modern
Homo Sapien Sapien, if we don't know our true
past? If we continue letting the History Mafia

control our lives by accepting the lie that has been
put upon us, what are we?
Yes, to some, I am
a thorn in their side and I will have to say I plan on
staying there.
Stay Tuned
Kind Regards, Bob Newton
The Rogue Researcher

A King Snake Salute to you from The Temple of the Moon, Sacsayhuaman Archaeological site, Cusco
Peru.

